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“Bumblefoot” is another word for the medical term “pododermatitis,” which means
inflammation of the skin of the feet.  It can happen for a variety of reasons, but the
main lesson is…

incorrect perching = unhappy feet

Out in natural environments, birds are constantly sitting on different surfaces –
different textures of tree bark, widths of branches, and hard surfaces such as
concrete or rocks or soft surfaces such as the ground.  This constant variety means
that the contact surfaces of the feet are well developed with tiny papilla (bumps)
that relieve pressure to any one area, and the nails are kept nicely trimmed to a
useful (but not too long) length.  In captivity, even the largest cages with multiple
types of perching do not provide that variety, and birds can start to get sores on their
feet.  This is especially true in obese or less active birds.

Normal foot condition – no signs of bumblefoot (pododermatitis)

The first thing that happens in pododermatitis is the papilla start to become worn
and the bottom of the foot develops a shiny and slightly pink appearance.  I see many
birds with this early stage of disease.  It’s a warning sign to me that the feet are
dealing with areas of increased pressure, and some changes are warranted.



If corrections are not made, this early form of inflammation can develop to more
severe lesions, to the point where the bottoms of the feet have painful, deep ulcers
that can become infected.  Once pododermatitis has reached this stage, treatment is
difficult and prolonged – a huge challenge both for the owner and the bird.

How can I prevent bumblefoot?
Rotate and clean perches regularly, providing a variety of textures, widths and
surfaces.  Be aware that your bird will probably spend the most time on the highest
perch.  Perches are too thin of a diameter if your bird’s front and back nails are
curling around and overlapping each other.  Avoid extremely harsh surfaces like
sandpaper, but concrete can be a good surface as long as smoother perches are also



available.  If possible, use bird-safe branches covered in natural bark, which is great
for foot health but also provides enrichment since the bird can chew the bark off
over time.  And check your bird’s feet regularly!  If you notice early signs, you can
make changes to keep your bird’s feet happy and healthy.
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